Blessed Are
Ye
MATTHEW 5; LUKE 6

COME FOLLOW ME 2019~FEBRUARY 18-24

The Sermon on the Mount
Everybody wants to be happy, but not everyone looks for happiness in
the same places. Some search for it in worldly power and position,
others in wealth or in satisfying physical appetites. Jesus Christ came to
teach the way to lasting happiness, to teach what it truly means to be
blessed. What do you learn about obtaining lasting happiness
from Luke 6:20–26?

FEBRUARY 18TH

The
Beatitudes
Read Matthew 5: 1-12. By this
point in His ministry, it was clear
that Jesus’s teachings would be
unlike what the people of His
time were used to hearing. What
do these verses teach you about
being a disciple of Jesus Christ?
What do you feel inspired to do to
develop the qualities described in
these verses?
FEBRUARY 19TH

Why did
the Savior
compare
His
disciples
to salt?

Read Matthew 5:13. Salt has long been used
to preserve, flavor, and purify. Salt also had
religious meaning for the Israelites. It was
associated with the ancient practice of
animal sacrifice under the law of Moses
(see Leviticus 2:13; Numbers 18:19). When salt
loses its savor, it becomes ineffective, or
“good for nothing” (Matthew 5:13). This
happens when it is mixed with or
contaminated by other elements. As
disciples of Christ, we keep our “savor” by
avoiding spiritual contamination from the
world. This allows us to fulfill our preserving
and purifying work as the salt of the earth—
for example, through sharing the gospel and
being an influence for good in the world
(see D&C 103:9–10).
FEBRUARY 20TH

The law of
Christ
supersedes
the law
Moses
Read Matthew 5:17-48. Jesus
taught a higher law that not only
elevates our actions but also the
thoughts and feelings that inspire
them. This higher law required
much more: the heart, soul, and
mind.

As you read, consider marking
both the behaviors required in the
law of Moses (“Ye have heard
that …”) and what Jesus taught to
elevate them. For example, what
did Jesus teach in Matthew 5:27–
28 about our responsibility over
our thoughts? How can you gain
more control over the thoughts
that come into your mind and
heart? (see D&C 121:45).

FEBRUARY 21ST

Do I have to
be perfect?
In Matthew 5:48 it sounds like
Christ is commanding us to be
perfect. President Nelson taught,
"“The term perfect was translated
from the Greek teleios, which
means ‘complete.’ … The infinitive
form of the verb is teleiono,which
means ‘to reach a distant end, to
be fully developed, to
consummate, or to finish.’
“… The Lord taught, ‘Ye are not
able to abide the presence of God
now … ; wherefore, continue in
patience until ye are perfected’
[D&C 67:13].
FEBRUARY 22ND

Ye Are the
Light of the
World
Read Matthew 5:14-16. Explore
some of the sources of light in
your home, your neighborhood,
and the world. What happens
when you hide a light. What did
Jesus mean when He said, “Ye are
the light of the world”? (Matthew
5:14). Who has been like a light for
our family? How can we be a light
to others? (see D&C 103:9–10).

FEBRUARY 23RD

Family Scripture Study
Which principles taught
in Matthew 5:1–9 could help
your home be a happier place?
You might focus on one or two
as you study the Sermon on
the Mount over the next few
weeks. For example, what
teachings do your family
members find that can help
them be peacemakers?
(see Matthew 5:21–25, 38–44).
What goals can you set? How
will you follow up?

Why does the Lord want us to
pray for those who have been
unkind to us? How can we live
this principle in our family?

FEBRUARY 24TH

